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“INDIVIDUAL OR CHURCH ACTION?” 
GAL. 6:1-10 

 
May I suggest you read Gal. 6:1-10?  This will save me a lot of space; but be sure you read this text before 
you begin reading this material. My first effort is to describe who the text is addressing, “Individual” or 
“congregational!”  
 
In verse one there is a brother that needs “restoring,” and a “spiritual man,” making an effort to restore 
him.  Special care should be given to the righteous one “looking to thyself, lest thou also be tempted.”  In 
verse two we are told to “bear one another’s burdens.”  Again we are looking at two brothers, (sisters) in 
the Lord who each need help, at different times.  According to this text one brother has a responsibility to 
another brother and another brother has a responsibility to the one.  This has to do with “individuals,” 
whether brothers or sisters. Verses 3-5 go together in our attitude one toward another.  We are to look to 
ourselves and not “think of himself to be something when he is nothing.”  Each man is to prove himself 
in his own work; so, he can glory in his own work and not in some others work.  Each man has a 
responsibility to himself and to others; but, my main work is with myself.  Luther Blackmon said, in a sermon, 
long ago, “I am going to do all I can to save old Luther and after I have done that I will do what I can for 
others.”  He quoted Acts 2:40 as proof: “Save yourselves from this crooked generation.”  As one can see, 
Paul is discussing individual efforts in this text.  
 
Continuing with Gal. 6:6 Paul discusses the teacher and the one being taught.  His idea is that the one 
being taught should “communicate” to the teacher in all good things.  This shows appreciation from the 
one being taught, to the one taking time to do the teaching. The apostles were to be cared for by those they 
taught; thus no need to take wallets, gold, silver, food – their needs were to be cared for by those they 
taught, Matt. 10:9-10.  Also, one will find the right of a preacher being supported in I Cor. 9:6-14.  Continuing 
in Gal. 6:7-9 Paul pushes the point of being responsible for what we do in life.  He points out that, ”For 
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.”  Each person will be saved or lost by the seed he 
sows, whether to the flesh or to the Spirit.  Either he will “reap corruption,” or he will reap “eternal life.”   
Each person is responsible for his own destiny – each one will receive as he has sown, lived, whether a 
good life, or a bad life.  The emphasis is on the judgment and that each one will be judged by how they 
have sown; or lived, in this life.  
 
In the light of sowing to the flesh, or sowing to the spirit Paul instructs the individual Christian, in v. 10, 
to do good to “all men” and especially to take note of those who are “of the household of faith.”  Again, 
my friend we have individuals being instructed and what they should do toward those that are without, as 
well as those that are within. 
 
At no time in this text is the apostle dealing with the church, (congregation collectively); but rather, with the 
individual and the responsibilities of the individual.  This text is pointing out how he will be accountable 
for his acts and deeds; thus a need for “Each man to prove his own work, and then shall he have his gloring 
in regard of himself alone, and not of his brother,” Gal. 6:4. 
 
Should there be those who believe the local congregation is involved in these passages, the burden of 
proof is upon them.  Do not just say what you think, prove it!  (Continued next week.) Caa ….. 
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